Using the far-UV (FUV) and near-UV (NUV) photometry from the NASA Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX), we searched for evidence of increased stellar activity due to tidal and/or magnetic star-planet interactions (SPI) in the 272 of known FGK planetary hosts observed by GALEX. With the increased sensitivity of GALEX, we are able probe systems with lower activity levels and at larger distances than what has been done to date with X-ray satellites. We compared samples of stars with close-in planets (a < 0.1 AU) to those with farout planets (a > 0.5 AU) and looked for correlations of excess activity with other system parameters. This statistical investigation found no clear correlations with a, M p , nor M p /a, in contrast to some X-ray and Ca II studies. However, there is tentative evidence (at a level of 1.8-σ) that stars with RV-detected close-in planets are more FUV-active than stars with far-out planets, in agreement with several published X-ray and Ca II results. The case is strengthened to a level of significance of 2.3-σ when transit-detected close-in planets are included. This is most likely because the RV-selected sample of stars is significantly less active than the field population of comparable stars, while the transit-selected sample is similarly active. Given the factor of 2-3 scatter in fractional FUV luminosity for a given stellar effective temperature, it is necessary to conduct a time-resolved study of the planet hosts in order to better characterize their UV variability and generate a firmer statistical result.
1. Introduction
Magnetic Star-Planet Interactions
Planetary systems characterized by giant planets located a few stellar radii from their parent stars ("hot Jupiters") make up 20% of all known exoplanetary systems. For these mature hot Jupiter systems several studies (e.g. Shkolnik et al. 2003 Shkolnik et al. , 2005 Shkolnik et al. , 2008 Saar et al. 2008; Walker et al. 2008; Pagano et al. 2009; Lanza 2009 Lanza , 2010 Pillitteri et al. 2010 ) have independently converged on the same scenario: a short-period planet can induce activity on the photosphere and upper atmosphere of its host star, making the star itself a probe of its planet.
The first such monitoring campaign of chromospheric emission from hot Jupiter host stars revealed that stellar activity tracers vary with the planet's orbital period rather than the star's rotation for several systems (Shkolnik et al. 2003 (Shkolnik et al. , 2005 Gurdemir et al. 2012) . Pillitteri et al. (2011) reported repeated coronal X-ray flares from HD 189733 at the same orbital phase. These planet-phased phenomena are interpreted as evidence for magnetic starplanet interactions (SPI) induced by the magnetized planet (Lanza 2008 (Lanza , 2009 Cohen et al. 2009 ). The roles of magnetic fields (both stellar and planetary) in the formation and migration of giant planets are currently rarely evoked and never precisely described because of a lack of data and the complexity of the processes involved. In fact, the strength of any exoplanetary fields is completely unknown and only inferred by making comparisons with Jupiter, while direct measurements using radio emission have not yet succeeded (e.g. Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2011 ).
Magnetic SPI in hot Jupiter systems is detectable because the planets in general lie within the Alfvén radius of their parent stars ( 10 R * ). Within this distance, the Alfvén speed is higher than the stellar wind speed, thereby allowing direct magnetic interaction with the stellar surface. If a hot Jupiter is magnetized, its magnetosphere interacts with the open coronal fields of its star throughout its orbital motion, potentially through magnetic reconnection (Lanza 2008 (Lanza , 2009 Cohen et al. 2009 ), propagation of Alfvén waves within the stellar wind (Preusse et al. 2006; Kopp et al. 2011) , and/or the generation of an electron beam which strikes the base of a stellar corona (Gu & Suzuki 2009 ). Lanza (2011) considers also a planetary magnetic field with more realistic, non-uniform stellar magnetic field configurations in order to explain possible evidence for SPI as revealed by the photospheric magnetic activity in some of the CoRoT planet hosts.
These studies demonstrate the need to understand the host star's magnetic field and activity. The existing models of magnetic SPI generally give a dissipated power P d depending on the coronal field strength B * , the strength of the planetary field B p , and the relative velocity of the planet with respect to the coronal field lines v. Considering the treatment of Lanza (2009), this gives a dissipated power of
Since the strength of the stellar field can be derived from spectropolarimetric measurements or estimated from spectroscopic activity/rotation diagnostics (e.g. Collier Cameron & Jianke 1994; Fares et al. 2012) , and the orbital parameters of the systems are known, we can derive relative values of the planetary field strength from observations of the excess power radiated by a chromospheric/coronal hot spot (E. Shkolnik, in preparation) .
Both the star's and the planet's magnetic field need to be of some minimum strength in order for the SPI phenomenon to be observed. This explains the null detection of planetphased stellar activity on WASP-18 by Miller et al. (2012) , since the star has an extremely weak field based on the fact that it is the least active, i.e. has the lowest log(R ′ HK ), 1 of all known planets hosts. Conversely, the HD 189733 system has the strongest detected SPI emission to date (Shkolnik et al. 2008) as well as the strongest stellar magnetic field measurement of 40 G. (Fares et al. 2010 ).
Planetary Effects on Stellar Angular Momentum Evolution
It is well-known that main-sequence FGK stars have magnetized stellar winds, which act as brakes to the stellar rotation, and thus decrease the global stellar activity. This produces the useful age-rotation-activity relationships (e.g. Barnes 2007; Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) . However, in addition to magnetic SPI, tidal interactions in hot Jupiter systems may also increase the star's activity levels by tidally spinning up the star until the two bodies are tidal locked, e.g. τ Boo, CoRoT-4 (Catala et al. 2007; Aigrain et al. 2008) . If a hot Jupiter is affecting the star's angular momentum, then the age-activity relation of these systems will systematically underestimate the star's age, rendering "gyrochronology" inapplicable to such systems. Pont (2009) and Brown et al. (2011) presented empirical evidence for excess rotation of the host stars compared to evolutionary models in several transiting systems presumed to be due to tidal spin-up of the star caused by its planet. Additional evidence of this using two hot Jupiter systems has been reported by Schröter et al. (2011) and Pillitteri et al. (2010, 1 The log(R ′ HK ) index is the ratio of the chromospheric emission of the Ca II H & K lines to the bolometric flux of the star (Noyes et al. 1984). 2011). Both of these studies did not detect X-ray emission from known M dwarf companions to their relatively active planet hosts (CoRoT-2 and HD 189733, respectively) . This lack of X-ray emission indicates that the systems are >2 Gyr old (West et al. 2008 ), but the activity-rotation age of the planet hosts are 100-300 Myr for CoRoT-2 and 600 Myr for HD 189733. These discrepancies would be resolved if the excess rotation and activity on the primaries were due to interactions with the close-in giant planets, and not their proposed youth.
Lanza (2010) showed that tides in these systems may be too weak to spin-up the star, and provided an alternative explanation for the excess stellar rotation. He proposed that interactions between the planetary field and stellar coronal field lead to a stellar magnetic field topology with predominantly closed field lines, thereby limiting the stellar wind flow and consequent angular momentum loss. Lanza adopted an analytic linear force-free model to compute the radial extent of the corona and its angular momentum loss rate. He found that stars with magnetized hot Jupiters experience angular momentum loss at a significantly slower pace than similar stars without such massive planets. This reduction in angular momentum loss due to the interaction between the stellar and planetary magnetic fields is confirmed by the MHD calculations of Cohen et al. (2009 Cohen et al. ( , 2010 and Vidotto et al. (2011) .
1.3. Are stars with hot Jupiters more active than stars with cold Jupiters?
As the number of known exoplanets with published orbital parameters begins to climb, statistical studies of the ensemble become an effective and efficient way to study exoplanetary systems. Correlations between stellar activity and planet properties were first shown for a sample of only 13 stars in Shkolnik et al. (2005) and Shkolnik et al. (2008) who showed that short-term variability observed in the chromospheric Ca II H & K emission correlated with the ratio of the minimum planetary mass to the rotational orbital period, a value proportional to the planet's magnetic field strength (Tholen et al. 2000; Kivelson et al. 2002) . More recently Hartman (2010) showed that the Ca II emission, as measured by log(R ′ HK ), of a sample of transiting systems correlates with the planet's surface gravity, although an explanation is not provided. Knutson et al. (2010) found a correlation between the log(R ′ HK ) of the star and presence of the stratosphere on the planet, likely due to the increased UV flux received by planets orbiting more active stars, which destroys the compounds responsible for the formation of the observed temperature inversions. And most recently, Krejčová & Budaj (2012) presented evidence of larger log(R ′ HK ) for stars with close-in planets compared to stars with far-out planets. This is in agreement with Gonzalez (2011) and yet contrary to Canto Martins et al. (2011) .
Over the past few years, a parallel debate in the literature has arisen about correlations between stellar X-ray emission and planet properties. Kashyap et al. (2008) studied the X-ray properties of 46 main-sequence stars with exoplanets. They showed that in a volumelimited sample, those stars with massive planets within 0.15 AU have ≈4 times the X-ray emission of those stars with Jupiter-mass planets orbiting with a > 1.5 AU. After correction for what they attributed to selection effects, the enhancement was still a factor of two. They speculated that this enhanced activity on the parent star may be induced by magnetic interactions with the close-in giant planet. Poppenhaeger et al. (2010) repeated a similar X-ray analysis with 72 planet hosts ranging from F to M stars (including main-sequence and giant stars), but did not see the same effect in two samples: a < 0.2 AU and a ≥ 0.5 AU. However, a significant correlation did appear between X-ray luminosity and the ratio between the planet mass and semi-major axis (M p sini/a), i.e. massive, close-in planets do tend to orbit more X-ray luminous stars. They assume this correlation is due to the selection bias of the radial velocity (RV) planet search method. Scharf (2010) studied a sample of 29 exoplanet hosts detected by ROSAT, and although he saw no significant difference in L X between two samples, a < 0.15 AU and a > 1.5 AU, he did report a striking correlation between L X and M p sini in the first sample. Poppenhaeger & Schmitt (2011) showed that this result is likely due to the selection effects of the flux limit of the X-ray data used and possibly the intrinsic planet detectability of the RV method. Indeed it is easier to find smaller and more distant planets around less active stars, however, both Scharf (2010) and Hartman (2010) demonstrate that for at least stars with planets greater than 0.1 M J orbiting within 2 AU, no significant detection bias of the RV method exists.
In this paper we approach the question of whether or not stars with close-in planets statistically have higher-than-expected stellar activity using a different activity diagnostic, FUV and NUV photometry from NASA's Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX; Martin et al. 2005) , providing a new resource that enables a major expansion of the study of stellar activity on exoplanets hosts.
GALEX Observations of Exoplanet Host Stars
The GALEX satellite was launched on April 28, 2003 and has imaged approximately 3/4 of the sky simultaneously in two UV bands: near-UV (NUV) 1750-2750Å and far-UV (FUV) 1350-1750Å, with angular resolutions of 5 ′′ and 6.5 ′′ , respectively, across a 1.25
• field of view. The full description of the instrumental performance is presented by Morrissey et al. (2005) . In addition to a medium and a deep imaging survey (MIS, DIS), covering 1000 and 100 square degrees, respectively, the GALEX mission has produced an All-sky Imaging Survey (AIS) in both UV bands which is archived at the Multi-mission Archive at the Space Telescope Science Institute (MAST).
2 The NUV and FUV fluxes and magnitudes averaged over the entire exposure are produced by the standard GALEX Data Analysis Pipeline (ver. 4.0) operated at the Caltech Science Operations Center (Morrissey et al. 2007 ). The data presented in this paper made use of the sixth data release (GR6), which includes the three surveys plus publicly available data from Guest Investigator (GII) programs.
For stars hotter than about 5250 K, the flux in the GALEX bandpasses is made up predominantly from continuum emission (Smith & Redenbaugh 2010) with additional flux provided by strong emission lines (C IV, C II, Si IV, He II) originating from the corona, transition region and chromosphere. Cooler stars have FUV and NUV fluxes strongly dominated by stellar activity (e.g. Robinson et al. 2005; Welsh et al. 2006; Pagano 2009 ). This makes GALEX an excellent tool with which to study stellar activity, especially since GALEX can detect FGK (and early Ms) at great distances than the existing X-ray missions, out to ∼150 pc for the FUV and between 20 and 500 pc, depending of T eff for the NUV (Findeisen & Hillenbrand 2010; Shkolnik et al. 2011 ).
The Sample
As of November 2012, orbital parameters of 641 extrasolar planets orbiting 523 stars were published in the literature, and conveniently compiled in the Exoplanet Data Explorer (http://www.exoplanets.org; Wright et al. 2011) . We cross-matched this sample of planet hosts against the GALEX archive using a 30 ′′ search radius. We limit our analysis to only F, G, and K stars (T eff between 4500 and 6700 K) that do not have stellar companions within the GALEX PSF diameter (30 ′′ ). A histogram of the semi-major axes of the inner-most planets around stars observed by GALEX is shown in Figure 1 .
3 The median positional offset was only 1.9
′′ , small compared to the reported pointing error of 10 ′′ . Table 1 lists the relevant data for each star observed by GALEX as part of the GR6 data release including FUV and NUV fluxes, F F U V and F N U V , and fractional luminosities
The reported fluxes use the auto aperture of the GALEX pipeline and are deemed reliable as long as they agree to within 20% with the pipeline's aper 7 aperture (Morrissey et al. 2007 ). There are many potential artifacts reported by the GALEX archive and one needs to be cautious with edge effects, bright star halos, detector ghosts, hot spots and saturation in order to extract reliable photometry.
Of the 272 FGK stars in the sample observed by GALEX, all were detected in the NUV bandpass, yet only 82 of them were not saturated or of good photometric quality. Fifty-two of these were detected by the transit method and 30 were discovered with the RV method. As the transit-detected systems tend to lie further away, fewer of them are saturated. Those detected with the RV method are closer and brighter, and thus the unsaturated NUV detections tend to lie toward the fainter and cooler end of the distribution (T eff <5500 K). Only 13 stars have both reliable FUV and NUV detections. The FUV observations provide 128 targets with reliable photometry plus 86 upper limits. This sample is 2-4 times larger than the X-ray samples used by Kashyap et al. (2008) , Scharf (2010) , and Poppenhaeger et al. (2010) .
Results
In Figures 2 and 3 , we plot the fractional FUV and NUV luminosity, log(L F U V /L bol ) and log(L N U V /L bol ), for the planet hosts as a function of T eff . The dependence of each on T eff is clear due to the large contribution of photospheric flux in these GALEX bandpasses. However, at a given T eff , the scatter spans a factor of 2-3 likely due to differences in intrinsic stellar activity, uncertainties in T eff , and metallicity variations between sources. This distribution of FUV and NUV fluxes is also probably affected by the fact that the data consist of a single observation for each star. Yet we know such stars exhibit stellar activity on both short and long-term time scales, e.g. magnetic breaking with age, stellar activity cycles, rotational modulation, and perhaps the SPI effects of known and unknown close-in planets described in Section 1.
In order to search for differences in activity levels with semi-major axis a of a system's inner-most planet, we separated the sample of exoplanet hosts into two bins: a ≤ 0.1 AU and 0.5 ≤ a ≤ 2 AU. We chose a ≤ 0.1 AU for the "close-in" planetary systems for two reasons: 1) A Jupiter-mass planet within 0.1 AU may tidally spin-up the star with a stellar syn-chronization time scale less than ∼10 Gyr. Beyond 0.1 AU, the tidal interaction is so weak that no stellar spin-up is expected. Tidal heating of the stellar upper atmosphere is also unexpected beyond this distance (Cuntz et al. 2000) .
2) If any SPI is dominated by magnetic SPI, then the Alfvén radius for sun-like stars of ages 1 Gyr is also within 0.1 AU (Preusse et al. 2006 ), and we therefore do not expect any increased stellar activity due to magnetic interactions between the planet and the star to be observable beyond this distance.
The "far-out" sample is limited by 0.5 AU to make sure uncertainties in Alfvén radii are accommodated while the outer limit of 2 AU shields the analysis from potential observing biases. As mentioned above, past studies have shown that within this distance no significant planet-detection biases exist for the RV-discovered planets with minimum planet mass M p sini > 0.1 M J . Transit detections have been strongly biased towards close-in planets leaving us with no confirmed transiting planets with FUV detections in our far-out sample. This will be aided in the future with Kepler observations which will eventually provide confirmed planets in distant orbits 4 around stars with UV observations. In fact, recent GALEX NUV observations have been carried out of the entire Kepler field so we will be able to revisit these questions for transit-detected planets in the very near future (J. Lloyd, personal communication).
FUV detections
In the FUV bandpass, we are able to make comparisons with the magnitude-complete and kinematically unbiased sample of the nearest F and G (and some K) dwarfs compiled by the Geneva-Copenhagen survey (GCS; Holmberg et al. 2009 ). To make the fairest comparisons between samples, we removed close binaries and giants, and also limited the metallicity range of the GCS sample to that of the planet hosts: -0.25 < [Fe/H] < 0.6. Of the remaining stars, 1141 have reliable FUV detections.
Of the known planet hosts, there are 34 stars with reliable FUV detections in the "closein" sample, of which 18 are detected with the RV method and 16 with the transit method. The "far-out" sample consists of 44 stars all detected with the RV method. Upper limits are also provided for 86 of the transit-detected systems who generally lie further away from the Sun than the brighter, RV-detected systems.
We searched for activity differences between the close-in and far-out samples, as well as for correlations in the excess FUV emission with planetary system properties to compare with those previously published in the literature using X-ray detections. In order to do this, we removed the FUV temperature dependence by fitting the following second-order polynomial the GCS sample:
We then searched for correlations between the residual FUV luminosities (∆log(L F U V /L bol )) with planet properties, namely log(a), M p , and M p /a for the close-in planets. We find no clear dependence on any of these (Figures 4 and 5) as has been reported in the past using X-ray luminosities (Kashyap et al. 2008; Poppenhaeger et al. 2010; Scharf 2010) . This may be due to the difficulties in accurately subtracting the photospheric contribution of the FUV flux, which is not a problem for X-ray studies. X-ray emission is a direct diagnostic of coronal activity alone, whereas the residual FUV flux is composed of emission lines originating in the star's corona, transition region and chromosphere. In addition, the scatter of the GCS comparison sample spans a factor of 2-3 implying that there are intrinsic stellar variations which are likely drowning out any statistically detectable SPI effects.
When comparing the close-in and far-out samples, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test reveals evidence that the stars with close-in planets do indeed have higher levels of FUV emission compared to stars with far-out planets (P = 0.022, D = 0.31, 2.3-σ). And if the same test is done with only the RV-detected planets, the results weaken to P = 0.077 (1.8-σ), D = 0.35. It is important to note that entire sample of RV-detected planet hosts is significantly less active in the FUV than the field population with P = 0.00, D = 0.45 pointing to the observational bias towards looking for planets around relatively quiescent and slowly rotating stars compared to the field. On the other hand, the FUV detections of transit-detected systems, all of which host planets within a = 0.1 AU, are indistinguishable from the field sample with P = 0.57, D = 0.19 and are notably more active than the RVselected sample. This is also apparent in the comparison of the log(R ′ HK ) values of the RV and transit samples where P = 0.013, D = 0.42. This points to the relative lack of selection bias toward inactive stars of the transit method compared to RV method. This is expected as only a few RVs are necessary to confirm the transiting planet candidate, nor will the RV signal be attributed to stellar activity when the period and phasing is already determined by the transit. Therefore stars with promising planetary transit signals are followed up by RV observations regardless if they are more active than the typical RV planet search targets and are not subject to same very low-activity criteria.
Even though in general it is easier to find more massive planets around more active stars, there is a range for which sufficient RV precision is achieved such that the selection effects are minimized (or even non-existent): planets with masses greater than 0.1 M J orbiting within 2 AU (e.g. Hartman 2010; Scharf 2010). Unfortunately, reducing the RV-detected planet sample to these ranges leaves only 9 stars in the close-in sample, making statistical comparison with the FUV detections not very meaningful. However, comparing the published log(R Although our full data set suggests that stars with closer-in planets are be more active than stars with far-out planets, it remains highly probable that this is due to the selection biases of the planet detection methods. More studies designed specifically to address this question are required. It is necessary to conduct a time-resolved study of the planet hosts discovered by a single method in order to better characterize their UV variability.
NUV detections
A comparison of the exoplanet hosts with the GCS sample is not possible as nearly all of the stars in the GCS sample are saturated in the NUV. In fact, most of the RV-detected planet hosts are also saturated in the NUV as they are typically brighter than the those stars with planets detected using the transit method. However, there are 63 NUV detections of stars with transit detected planets (Figure 3 ), all with planets within 0.1 AU. As we showed in Section 3.1, the transit sample is comparable in activity levels to the field using the FUV observations and thus we fitted a polynomial to the NUV detections of the transit sample only to remove the T eff dependence. The function is:
We searched the residual NUV flux (∆log(L N U V /L bol )) of the transit systems for correlations with planet properties log(a), M p , and M p /a. Again, no clear correlations were observed (Figures 6 and 7) . Clearer answers may emerge from the forthcoming analyses of the dedicated multi-epoch and deep GALEX/NUV observations of the Kepler candidates (J. Lloyd, personal communication) which include a wide range of semi-major axes (Batalha et al. 2012 ).
Summary
Using the FUV and NUV photometry the GALEX surveys, we searched for evidence of increased stellar activity due to tidal and/or magnetic SPI in the 272 planetary systems observed by GALEX. With the increased sensitivity of GALEX, we are able probe systems with lower activity levels and at larger distances than what has been done to date with X-ray satellites.
After correcting for the FUV and NUV dependence on T eff , we compared samples of stars with close-in planets (a < 0.1 AU) to those with far-out planets (0.5 < a < 2 AU ) and looked for correlations of activity with other system parameters, i.e. a, M p , and M p /a. This statistical investigation found no clear correlations in either the RV-detected or transitdetected samples. However, there is tentative evidence (1.8-σ) that stars with RV-detected close-in planets are more FUV-active than stars with far-out planets, in agreement with several published X-ray and Ca II results. The case is strengthened to 2.3-σ when transitdetected close-in planets are included. This is most likely a result of the fact that the RVselected sample of stars is significantly less active than the field population of comparable stars while the transit-selected sample is similarly active.
Even by limiting samples to a range where selection biases are not significant, the single-visit nature of all-sky UV and X-ray surveys pose a problem to such samples as they record only a snapshot observation per star, and do not account for changes in intrinsic stellar activity levels. With a factor of 2-3 scatter in fractional FUV luminosity for a given T eff , it is necessary to conduct a time-resolved study of the planet hosts in order to better characterize their UV variability and generate a firmer statistical result. With the recent completion of a dedicated GALEX-NUV multi-epoch survey of the Kepler field, we will be able to re-evaluate these results with a much larger, and less biased, dataset. -27 - 
